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	Title: Grow a Pizza Garden 
	Author: By Sharon Wilson, UC Master Gardener
	Page 1: The herbs we commonly use to season our food are among the easiest plants to grow in our Central Valley gardens. Last summer a friend generously shared her abundant basil harvest with my family. The enthusiasm of our resident sixteen-year-old chef convinced me to add a selection of herbs to our small but ever expanding vegetable garden.Using our favorite tomato sauce recipe as a guide, we will be planting a pizza garden. We are including several varieties of tomatoes, cayenne peppers, onions and garlic, all interplanted with basil, oregano, parsley and anise.Sweet basil, a member of the mint family, is a tender annual that will not survive temperatures below 50 degrees F. It can be started from seeds directly in the garden, maturing and producing new seeds in one growing season. It can also be easily grown from transplants. Pinching back the leaf tips regularly and removing flowers as they develop will encourage bushiness and concentrate the plant's essential oils in the leaves. Under ideal conditions -- lots of sun, heat and regular water, basil is a prolific grower. For the most intense flavor, harvest basil in the morning after any dew has dried. The best leaves are from young stems that haven't borne flowers. Oregano, or wild marjoram, is an aromatic perennial, hardy to 20 degrees F., and like basil, a member of the mint family. Start oregano from seeds or from transplants in spring or early summer. Oregano spreads by underground stems to form colonies, so keep an eye on it. Use fresh leaves during the summer or dry in small bunches for use throughout the year. For the most flavorful leaves, keep oregano trimmed to prevent flowering. With its aromatic, vitamin rich leaves, parsley will add a distinctive flavor to our pizza sauce. A member of the carrot family, parsley is a cool season biennial and is hardy to frosts and light freezes. Treat parsley like an annual and replant it with fresh seeds in autumn, or plant from transplants. The plants are 6 to 12 inches tall, available in curly and flat leafed varieties, and can be used as an attractive garden edging.For a continuous supply of fresh leaves, direct seed parsley several times a year beginning in autumn as much as two months before the first frost date. Parsley needs warmth to germinate (70-80 degrees,) but prefers cooler temperatures of 60 to 65 degrees F. during its active growing period. To keep productive, remove flower stalks and harvest the outer stems by cutting close to the ground. Snipping all the leaves in haircut fashion may damage the inner growing sprouts and reduce your harvest.
	Page 2: The secret ingredient in our family pizza sauce recipe is anise, a licorice scented half hardy annual. Like parsley, anise is a member of the carrot family with a long taproot that doesn't transplant well. Plant seeds directly in the garden in early spring. Anise needs about four months to grow and mature a seed crop. Anise grows 4 to 20 inches tall with light green toothed basal leaves on the main plant and delicate feathery leaves on the flower stems. Harvest the leaves and flowers fresh throughout the summer. To collect seeds, pick mature seed heads, tie in bunches and hang upside down inside brown paper lunch bags until completely dry. Use the seeds within one year.If you are a beginning gardener and you love to cook, try herbs. They're easy, beautiful, aromatic and delicious.SAUCE RECIPE4 cups chopped tomatoes6 oz. tomato paste3 cup chopped onions2 tbsp. snipped parsley2 cloves minced garlic3 tsp. crushed anise seedcayenne pepper, basil, oregano to taste 
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